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YUNMI HER: NATURAL INDIVIDUALS

February 14 - March 27, 2020

Jack Straw New Media Gallery
4261 Roosevelt Way NE
Seattle 98105
FREE

Gallery hours: Mon-Fri, 9am-5pm

Opening Reception: Friday, February 14, 7pm
Youth and Family workshop: Saturday, March 7, 1-4pm (email education@jackstraw.org for more information)
Artist Talk: Friday, March 13, 7pm

http://www.jackstraw.org/programs/mediagallery/gallery_current.shtml

Natural Individuals employs integrated VR and sculpture to investigate the spatial characteristics of collecting behavior and explore the lost identity of a collected object. VR image and sound interact with a viewer's gaze and show a virtual world created with internet image data. Sculptural objects reveal the insignificant morphological information of a particular object that was lost on the web.

Yunmi Her has been working with video installation and interactive art to explore the daily internal conflict of individual lives. An individual's sense of belonging is the dominant subject of most of her works. These works explore this subject by examining the environmental limitations, social systems, and relationships that contribute to the construction of individual identity. Her video work consists of recordings which depict incidental accidental daily encounters as well as interviews with people concerning their everyday lives. On the contrary, her video installations create dreamlike, ethereal moods which convey not only emptiness and loneliness, but also the senses of hope and satisfaction which arise in the cycle of one's daily life. She is a graduate student in the DXARTS program at the University of Washington.
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